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COMMENT

Islamic Insurance (Takaful)
- A Sleeping Giant
Global finance is seeing significant

The Malaysian Takaful Act, The IFSB

its operational aspects. It would do great

developments in Islamic banking,

(Islamic Financial Services Board) and

service to the Industry i f they were to

insurance, money and capital markets.

standardization efforts of AAOIFI

get together and develop a unified

Islamic banking has normally been in

(Accounting & Auditing Organisation of

approach and syllabus.

the limelight, but in Takaful we have the

Islamic Financial Institutions) are very

fastest growing area of insurance -

positive steps in the development of the

expected to grow at an average rate of

Industry. The Bahrain Monetary Agency

15% pa for the next few years to

is also very actively looking to promote

achieve S6.7 billion premiums inflows

Takaful. We look forward to seeing

by 2010. This according to Ajmal

Takaful high up on its agenda in setting

Bhatty of Takaful International Bahrain

and disseminating standards and good

is very achievable in view of the

practices as well as encouraging

phenomenal growth of Family Takaful

research, training and technical

of over 60% pa in the period 1995 -

assistance.

2001 witnessed in Malaysia.

One such opportunity is clearly the
IIBIs forthcoming London Conference
on Takaful in September 2003. Many
experts, academics, bankers, insurers,
scholars, practicioners etc will be
gathering together and discoursing on
many topics - addressing the matter of
marketable long-term Islamic assets and
the development of takafiil literate
manpower would insure the future of

There was a time not too long ago,

this potentially vast and essential

With the rest of the world still

perhaps 5 to 10 years, when the face of

industry.

staggering from the double blow of high

Takaful industry was just a handful of

claims and low investment returns in the

companies and except for a few, most of

world of conventional insurance,

the operators were struggling to

tapping into the huge market of Takaful

compete due to lack of technical and

makes sense. The opportunities and

professional resources as well as a

potential in Takaful are glaring at us.

limited product range and investment

What is needed is better awareness of

opportunities. Now there are over 60

the Takaful system, delivered properly

companies offering Islamic insurance

and its operations managed

(either as Takaful companies or Islamic

professionally. For this, the Takaful

windows) in some 23 countries around

industry needs to have strong marketing

the world. Also there are at least three

and technical expertise in both insurance main learning centres active in
and Sharia matters. The industry needs

learning in Takafiil. These are based in

an industry. It needs to highlight the

Kuala Lumpur (Islamic Banking &

positive benefits of the Islamic Financial

Finance Institute of Malaysia), Bahrain

System and its extension to Takaful. We

(Bahrain Institute of Banking &

need good institutions to groom our

Finance) and London (Institute of

talent to carry these ideas, collective

Islamic Banking & Insurance-IIBI).

wisdom and resolve to enable the

Each of these institutes has vast

industry to secure its rightful place

geographical areas to service in their

within the Financial Services Sector.

respective parts of the world. The
Industry needs to standardise many of
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welcomes your
views and

developing an approach to impart

to sell not just its products but itself as

2

The editor

comments for
publication in
New Horizon,
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Launching of C o m m e r c e
International Merchant Bankers
Islamic ( C I M B ) in Malaysia
Excerpts

from the speech

by the Governor

Dr. Zeti Akhtar Aziz of Bank Negara

Malaysia

"The Islamic financial system in

transparency and disclosure. The Islamic

institutions in enhancing their

Malaysia has emerged as a viable and

financial system has thus now

operational efficiency.

vibrant component of the overall

reinforced its position as a viable and

financial system. It has evolved from

effective means of intermediation that

merely fulfilling the financial needs of a

contributes to the overall wealth

specific segment of the society to

creation.

becoming a driver of economic growth
and development. This progress has
been accentuated by the global
developments in Islamic banking and
finance and has set the stage for the
domestic Islamic banking players to
have a more significant role in the
regional market."

institutional structure of the Islamic

the Islamic banking industry and has

Banking Schemes. In addition, the Rate

been a compelling force in driving its

of Return Framework is being reviewed.

progress and expansion. As 30th April

We have also now finalised the

2003, the assets mobilized by the

disclosure standards for the Islamic

Islamic banking sector have increased to

banks.

RM72 billion, accounting for a market
Deposits during the same period also

After two decades, the Islamic financial

increased to RM55 billion, constituting

industry is now at the threshold of

a market share of \0% while financing

entering its next phase of development

mobilised amounted to RM40 billion to

and ascending to maturity. Islamic

gamer 9% of the market share.

system with promises of tremendous
opportunities. Our unique experience
with a dual banking system where the
Islamic banking system operates in
parallel to the conventional banking
system has proven successful. We have
also developed a comprehensive Islamic
financial system comprising all the core
components of banking, takaful and the
money and capital markets and the
financial infrastructure to support the
expansion of this system including the
strengthening of the regulatory and
supervisory framework and achieving
the standards of best practice in
corporate governance and in financial

infrastructure of the Islamic banking
industry, in particular, to strengthen the

official launching of "CIMB Islamic".

component of the Malaysian financial

development of the financial

The Financial Sector Masterplan has set

share of 9.2% of the banking system.

become an increasingly important

embarking on new initiatives in the

the road map for the future direction of

It is my pleasure to be here at the

banking and finance can expect to

Bank Negara Malaysia is also

While there has been significant

In terms of the legal infrastructure, a
dedicated High Court has been
established to handle cases on Islamic
banking and finance and as an extension
of this initiative, a Law Review
Committee has been formed. The
Shariah framework will also be further
strengthened. A Working Group on

progress in the development of new

Shariah has been formed to conduct a

products and services, of which there

comprehensive review on Islamic

are now more than 40 Islamic financial

banking issues as well as to formulate a

products available, ranging from retail-

Shariah guide for the innovation of

based products to project financing,

Islamic banking products.

effort should also be directed to
innovate the more complex and
sophisticated corporate finance products
to meet the diverse requirements of
businesses. The latest initiative to
formulate a floating rate mechanism
under the concept of Ijarah is an
encouraging development. It is
envisaged that this floating rate
mechanism will contribute towards
managing the risks associated with asset
and liability mismatches and will also
accord greater flexibility to financial

Complementing the financial
intermediation role of the Islamic
banking system, the Islamic capital
market provides a stable source of longterm funds for financing large
infrastructure and development projects
as well as for capital and business
expansion exercise. The Islamic capital
market complements the Islamic
banking system and allows for the
financing to take into account the nature
of the investment activity thereby
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reducing any potential source of

and corporate players to tap the global

foreign players with presence in the

financial vulnerabilities and thus

Islamic financial market. Leading global

global Islamic banking industry.

enhancing the robustness and resilience

investment banks are now according

of the system.

greater focus and resources to tap this

The Islamic capital market, in particular,
the Islamic debt market, has

potential and have become important
players in this market. The skills and
expertise to tap this market still resides

experienced rapid growth since its
emergence in the 1990s. The issuance of
Islamic bonds has expanded steadily at
an average rate of 42.8% since 1995. In
2002, the total funds raised via the
issuance of Islamic bonds amounted to
RM13.8 billion, constituting 52%o of the
total issuance of debt securities. This

with the global investment banks. Our
domestic Islamic banking institutions
must therefore embrace the challenge to
enhance their capacity and capability to
emerge as world-class bankers that are
able to lead arrange these issues, rather

As we embark on this journey, and as
we pursue our own strategic course, it is
essential to ensure that these efforts
reinforce and complement each other
and arrive at the same destination,
towards Malaysia as a regional Islamic
financial centre. I wish "CIMB Islamic"
success in its endeavour and I look
forward to their contribution to the
development of the Islamic financial
industry in Malaysia'.

than assume a participatory role.
Domestic Islamic banking institutions

Dr. Zet/' became the Governor of Barik

face the impending challenge of not

Negara Malaysia in May 2000. Prior to

only having to engineer innovative

this, she was the Deputy Governor, a

financial structures that are able to meet

position she had held since

requirements of the economy, there is a

sophisticated requirements of the

1998.

need to elevate the level of effectiveness

diverse clientele base but also, to ensure

Prior to joining the Bank, Dr. Zeti was

and efficiency of the Islamic financial

that these structures are Shari'ah

attached to the South East Asian

market. This requires further expansion

compliant. Islamic banking institutions

and Training Centre (SEACEN)

of the breadth and depth of the Islamic

are urged to allocate adequate resources

1984 as a research economist

financial market, and the development

for research and development. This is

research in the area of financial policies

of a new breed of bankers who are able

important i f Malaysia is to realise its

and reform in the South East Asian region.

to exploit the untapped potential of this

potential as a regional hub for Islamic

She has published in the areas of

market. Until today, the universal nature

banking and finance.

monetary and financial economics, capital

The pace of the development of Islamic

flows and macroeconomic

banking and finance in Malaysia has

Dr. Zeti received B.Sc in Economics

exceeded our earlier expectations. To

the University of Malaya and Ph.D from

further enhance the pace of development

the University of Pennsylvania, specialising

and progress. Bank Negara Malaysia

in monetary and international

surpassed the total conventional bonds
issued.
Going forward, in meeting the changing

of Islamic banking business, particularly
in the field of investment banking, has
yet to be fully exploited. Emphasis has
been on expanding traditional banking
activities. Although fee-based activities
are becoming an increasingly important
source of income that can enhance the

will bring forward the financial
liberalisation for the Islamic banking

returns to the shareholders and
depositors, fee income constitutes only a
small portion of the total income of the

sector than was envisaged in the
Financial Sector Master Plan. This w i l l
generate spill-over effects that will

Islamic banking institutions. There is
therefore a need to enhance capacity to

enhance the diversity and spur the
overall development of the Islamic

tap the potential Islamic investment

financial system, thus providing the

banking activities offers.

enabling environment for Malaysia to
The successful issuance of the first

become a regional Islamic financial hub.

sovereign global Islamic Sukuk by the

It will also promote greater competition

Government of Malaysia demonstrated

and act as a bridge between Malaysia

the strong interest in Shariah-compliant

and other global Islamic financial

financial instruments. This issue has

markets. This w i l l involve issuing new

acted as a catalyst for other countries

Islamic bank licences to qualified
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Islamic Home Finance in the U K Structures,
Barnes and Market Experience
by Keith

Leach

I first really understood the potential for

quite technical legal problems and

secured by a first legal charge over the

Islamic home finance one Monday

needed the help of those 'inexpensive'

property.

morning in 1997. The night before, the

city lawyers!

Money Programme on BBC2 had aired
a 5 minute slot on Islamic banking and
hinted of the potential for retail products
in the UK. My then boss was shown for
approximately 30 seconds and
mentioned that we were developing a
mortgage style product for launch later
that year. He rather kindly gave out my
direct phone number for enquiries.
In the morning the little red light was
flashing on my phone informing me that
1 had voicemail messages - all the phone
told me was my mailbox was full. I
began picking up the messages
2 weeks later, and after hiring 2 extra
temporary staff, we finally managed to
pick-up the last of the calls.

However it was also quickly clear that

dependent on the sums involved and the

some of the problems could only ever

number of years it is to be paid over.

be overcome i f laws were changed and

You could actually compare this to a

regulatory rules rewritten.

fixed interest mortgage with all the

These difficulties arose due to the

interest calculated on an amortising loan

fundamental differences between

added on to the principal sum on day

providing a conventional interest

one. Comparing it to a fixed interest

mortgage and a new, different style of

mortgage does not alter the fact that the

home finance.

bank is actually selling the house to its

As you all will realise, lending money,
unless it is interest free, is forbidden by

I am proud that we took the initiative
and launched our Islamic
product

which we called Manzil,

meaning house or home

as I know

we have changed many peoples lives
giving them the chance to own their
own home

many for the first time.

I also believe that i f we had not done
something, things would not have
progressed to point which has made this
conference possible today.
Of course we embarked on a massive
learning curve and encountered many
hurdles, which I suppose is true of all
genuinely new products. Some of the
problems we could overcome by
refining the product with the help of our
Islamic law scholars and some were

6
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Ijara follows different principles of
Islamic finance and we have found this

profit providing it is in accordance with

to be more popular than Murabaha for

Islamic principles, the concepts of

our U K customers.

which will be explained in greater detail

Again, briefly. The customer fiinds the
property and may have 20% of the

To understand the sort of problems we

funds but requires finance of 80%).

faced I need to briefly describe how

Providing the financier is happy with

Manzil works. We choose to employ

the credit profile o f the customer and

two methods of Islamic finance known

happy that the property will provide

as Murabaha and Ijara. Briefly these

acceptable security, the financier will

work as follows:- The customer finds

buy the property and the property will

the chosen property and agrees the

be registered in the financier's

purchase price with the vendor. The

name

customer may only have 20% of the

Then, as the owner of the property, the

different to Murabaha.

purchase price so approaches a financier

financier is in a position to sell the

for help with the remainder

property to the customer for the same

I f the financier is happy with the
customer's credit profile and happy that

price spreading the payment over a
number of years, say up to 25.

the property is acceptable security, the

While the customer is buying the

financier will buy the property from the

property the financier can charge a rent

vendor for the original purchase price

to the customer for the use of the

and the sell on to the customer for a

property which the financier owns.

higher price - spreading payment of the
higher price over a number of years.
The property is registered in the
customers name and the higher price is

1424

agreement, the Murabaha contract.

Islamic law. However it remains

It is fair to say that my working life
phone has not stopped ringing since.

customer under terms set out in a sale

possible to provide finance and earn a

by others today.

changed from that moment and my

The calculation of the higher price is

It is possible to compare the rent the
financier charges to the interest that
would be charged on a loan. It would
also be possible to compare the

ISLAMIC B A N K I N G
purchase instalments made to the

hurdles that exist but are the ones we

transferred to a new financier and once

financier to capital payments that would

believed would make a difference and

when the purchase is completed and the

be paid under a loan.

hasten the far greater availabilify of

property is ultimately transferred to the

viable mortgage sfyle products.

customer.

Stamp Duty

The capital rating treatment of

Again, comparing this to a loan does not
alter the fact that the payments being
made by the customer to the financier

Firstly and perhaps most significantly

Islamic mortgages.

are actually payments of rent under a

there is stamp duty. When properties are

Next, we considered the viability from

lease and purchase instalments under an

bought and sold stamp duty is invariably the position of the product provider.

agreement for the sale of the property

payable. Finance provided via

Current regulatory rules mean that

from the financier to the customer.

Murahaba could lead to the payment of

conventional interest mortgages are

Two things that Murabaha and Ijara

stamp duty twice, once when the

afforded a favourable risk capital

have in common are that they both

financier buys the property and again

weighting of 50%. I assume that this

involve the purchase and sale of the

when the property is onsold to the

favourable weighting is as a result of all

house by the financier These are not

customer. Even worse than paying

the long statistical evidence that

fictitious transactions or loans in some

stamp duty twice the second payment of

demonstrates the relative risk profile of

way dressed up as Islamic finance. For

stamp duty would be calculated on the

residential loans secured by a first legal

either of these techniques to be

much higher Murabaha price, often

charge. With Islamic mortgages,

acceptable to Islamic law there has to be

taking the amount of duty payable into a

however, there is not the history of

a real sale and purchase occurring.

higher 3% or 4% banding.

experience particularly when it comes to

To re-iterate, therefore, it is the use of
the house that creates the finance and
the profit either by buying and then
selling or by selling and leasing.

When we were devising our Murabaha
product we tried to lessen the effect of
stamp duty with the aid of our Sharia
scholars. They allowed the purchase to

As can be imagined the necessity for

proceed by way of sub-sale meaning

Islamic finance to work in this manner

that the financier never took registered

can lead to problems that are often not

ownership of the property and

encountered with more traditional forms

effectively the property was passed

of finance. It is partly due to these

directly to the customer mitigating the

problems that Islamic finance remains in

first payment of stamp duty. I would add

its infancy in the UK (and elsewhere in

that some Sharia scholars and some of

the western world) and is so under

our customers frowned upon this,

developed relative to the market

wanting the bank to have actual

potential.

registered ownership first. Indeed some

So what are the main problems
inhibiting the growth of Islamic finance
and particularly in this instance Islamic
mortgages?
When the Bank of England Working
Party was first assembled we decided to
identify what we considered to be the
major hurdles, the ones that in our
opinion would have the greatest
detrimental impact for the customer and
also for the product provider. The five
areas we chose to concentrate our
efforts on are by no means the only

customers would only proceed in this

the testing of the different type of
documentation in the courts. Initially
the regulators would not therefore afford
the same favourable capital weighting to
either Murabaha or Ijara mortgages.
However this has changed and the FSA
do now allow Murabaha transactions to
be reported as 50% weighted assets.
This is because under a Murabaha
transaction the financier is secured by a
first legal charge over the property.
The position for Ijara however is
somewhat different as it is a lease based
transaction and is technically governed
by different regulatory rules.

way and were prepared to pay the

Right to Buy and Right to Acquire

additional Stamp Duty as a result.

My experience suggested that a number

Under Ijara the situation can be even
worse because the financier takes
registered ownership of the property.
Duty would be payable when first
purchased by the financier and again
when the purchase from the financier is
completed. In some instances,
refinancing for example, it is possible
that duty would be payable 3 times,
once when the property was first
purchased, once when the property is

of potential customers currently live in
council or housing association owned
properties. Under the rules governing
the sale of these properties at a discount,
the properties could only ever be sold to
qualifying tenants. Clearly under
Islamic mortgages it would be financier
who has to buy the property and
therefore the local authority or housing
association would be unable to sell their
properties to the financier.
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Legal costs

offering an Islamic mortgage....such as:

In addition to the extra stamp duty
burden customers were also faced with
higher legal expenses. Because of the

How do you advertise the cost of an
Islamic transaction without quoting an
APR?

different documentation involved with a

bank's rigorous credit policies, recent
economic stability and a fair amount of
luck, I also believe that this could be
attributed to the nature of our clients
and the motivating factors that lead

Islamic finance and because of the

How do you provide written illustrations

them to take an Islamic mortgage over

additional purchaser and seller involved

without providing interest rates and

the perhaps a cheaper interest option.

in each transaction (i.e. the financier)

APRS?

the accepted legal advice was for each

The balance of our book in geographical
How do you provide further advances,

terms mirrors the available statistics for

second mortgages when there is no

the Muslim Community in the U K with

loan?

perhaps 50% of our clients living in

demonstrate that every effort had been

What happens in the event of death

London and the South East with the

made to ensure that customers

when the financier owns the property?

remainder being spread in the

party to received their own independent
legal representation. From the financiers
point of view it is prudent to

community strong-holds of

understood the risks involved even i f
ultimately those risks were the same or

What about life cover? Most Islamic

Birmingham, Leicester, Coventry,

similar to a conventional interest

scholars agree that life cover in the

Bristol, Cardiff, Manchester, Bradford

mortgage.

form offered in the UK is not

and other areas of West Yorkshire.

permissible and is Haram'

Perhaps 85%o of our new customers elect

Finally we considered what would be

How do you configure your computer

to take finance by way of Ijara. The

the position in the event of financial

systems when technically no loan exists

reason for this is that that Ijara is far

hardship and what state assistance

and you are collecting rent and profit

more flexible than Murabaha which is a

would be available to Islamic finance

payments rather than interest. I could

rather rigid contract, particularly when

customers. Perhaps naturally, all the

go on

early payment in full or in part is

current rules and legislation has been

None of these problems are

prepared on the basis that all finance

insurmountable, as we have

The way that we choose to operate our

would be by way of interest bearing

demonstrated, but they do require a fair

Ijara product is to set all our clients rent

loans. What state assistance would be

amount o f flexibility of thought and the

on an annual basis. Their payments are

available to those whose finance did not

assistance of knowledgeable Sharia'a

therefore fixed for periods of 12 months

involve the payment of interest?

scholars.

at the end of which time we will offer

Happily, I can confirm that good

Market Experience

progress is being made to resolve each

'lump sum' payments. These lump sum

We first launched Manzil in 1997,

of these issues and the working group

amounts effectively buy more of the

offering only a Murabaha style of

has received the support and help of all

property from the bank. When we

finance. In 1999 we introduced Manzil

the relevant bodies involved,

calculate their rent for the coming 12

Ijara and it is since this time that our

particularly the Treasury, the FSA, the

months we take this payment into

business really started to grow.

ODPM and the Law Society. We are

consideration thereby lowering their

While I do not wish to divulge the

cautious about releasing too much

payments. For ease of administration

precise size of our Islamic portfolio I

information prematurely about the

we attempt to co-ordinate all of our

can confirm that our book has doubled

progress of our discussions but are

customers rental periods to expire on the

in size each year since launch and I am

optimistic that by the end of this year

same day, we choose the 1st of April

confident it w i l l do so again in 2003.

most of the material concerns will be in

each year.

I am happy to say that none of our

some way addressed and resolved.

'accounts' are currently in arrears and

I am just finalising the details for the

I would add that the issues raised above

that we have never had a problem with

current rent review and every time we

are considered to be the main financial

Social Security Support

considered.

them the opportunity to make additional

any payments and have never needed to

complete this exercise we are amazed at

obstacles. New lenders will have to

take possession of a property. While

the amount o f additional payments we

work round many other issues when

some of this might be down to my

receive which, I think says a lot about

8
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the financial position of our clients. It

mortgage and allow the client to make

should also be realised that there are

up their own minds perhaps with the

precious few ways that Muslims can

guidance o f their religious advisor or

save money and gain a 'halal' return and

their Iman.

therefore paying us sooner becomes an
effective way for them to utilise their
cash.

As I said earlier I am proud of my banks
work and contribution towards
furthering the availability of Islamic

Dealing with customer enquiries is how

financial products for the U K Muslim

we spend most of our day

community and consider myself very

not

only do we need to explain the

fortunate to have been involved from an

procedures and the costs but we have to

early stage.

answer questions about why what we do
is considered acceptable when the cost
is higher than an interest mortgage.
Perhaps naively I expected that many of
our potential customers would
understand the principles of Islamic
finance and would know more about the
subject than I. In reality most
customers do not possess a great deal of

The work is extremely rewarding as the
service we provide is gratefully received
and our clients are thankful,
appreciative and supportive of us.
I sincerely hope that many of you
listening here today do follow our lead
and turn your interest and curiosity into
something more tangible.

knowledge on the financial aspects of

Certainly my experiences over the last 6

Islam beyond knowing that to take or

years have only re-enforced my view

receive interest is forbidden

that there is a substantial demand and

Frequently we are asked to provide

need for properly structured Islamic

copies of our documentation for

products.

inspection and we are often asked to

Keith Leach wrote this article during his

supply sight of the Fatwas we hold from

tenure at the Ahli Bank .

our Sharia' board. These Fatwa's are

He has since joined the ABC International

religious decrees, signed by our Sharia'a

Bank(ABaB).

board confirming that the

Keith Leach

documentation we use and the

banker and property lender, was directly

procedures we follow are in their

responsible for the successful

introduction

opinion compliant with Islamic law.

and development of Manzil

the only

Initially we were hesitant to supply

Islamic home finance programme currently

copies of the documents, thinking that

available in the UK. He is a founding

these were giving our secrets away to

member ofThe Bank of England working

competitors. However when you realise

party that successfully lobbied the UK

an experienced

Islamic

our customers motives it is only natural

Government for law and regulatory

for them to want to be entirely satisfied

changes to allow for the easier provision of

with the contracts from a religious

Islamic financial services in the UK.

viewpoint.
When selling Manzil we in no way
preach or sell so on the basis that as a

VISIT
OUR
WEB
SITE
www.islamicbanking.com

Muslim you should take out our Islamic
mortgage. Rather we take the time to
explain how it works, pointing out all
differences compared to an interest
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INTERVIEW

Meezan Bank Offering Islamic Banking in Pakistan
Interview with Najmul Hassan - General Manager
By Shahzad

Meezan

Bank

Anwar

Najmul Hasan's primary responsibility
includes developing marketing

export business within the bounds of

strategies

good example. Allah has shown us the

Shariah. In fact Meezan Bank is offering right path to implement the system

for Islamic products developed and

a complete range of Trade finance

without completely demolishing basic

offered by the bank in addition to

services and a number of clients

banking philosophy. At Meezan bank

identifying venture capital/ private

including big Multinational and prime

we strive to find commonalties with the

equity opportunity and overseeing the

local groups are getting benefits from

conventional banking system with no

training and developmentHe

Meezan Bank services and they are fully

compromise on Shariah rulings. Our

Bachelors degree in Aeronautical

satisfied with our performance.

products allow businesses to convert

Engineering from College of Aeronautical

However, we need to understand that

their finances into Islamically

Engineering and a Masters degree in

the introduction of Islamic banking

acceptable financing without radically

Business Administration from institute of

system will change the way we do our

changing their utility.

holds a

Business Administration, Karachi.

businesses. For implementing Islamic

Mr Hassan has over 26 years of diverse

banking we need to welcome this

and rich experience in setting up projects

change instead of resisting it. The only

and marketing of automotive products.

thing which is required at the business

Prior to joining Meezan Bank in June

community end, is sincere efforts to

2001, he was Chief Executive of Delphi

implement the new system.

Diesel System Pakistan for 5 years. He

Q.: Is it easy to transform the

was also the Managing Director for 6
years in Agri Auto Industries Ltd., one of
the leading automotive parts

implementing Islamic Banking in
Pakistan so far?
Hassan: State Bank of Pakistan and
Ministry of Finance are working
very sincerely to promote Islamic
banking in the country. The State Bank

conventional financial system into an

of Pakistan has announced critical

Islamic system in Pakistan?

measures to promote Islamic banking in

Hassan:- As I said previously Islam does the country. It has already allowed the
establishment of full-fledged Islamic
not believe in destroying the existing

manufacturing companies where he
worked for 13 years. Previous to this, he
served Pakistan Air Force as an
Aeronautical

Q.: What steps have been taken for

Engineer

system. Basic requirement of Shariah is

commercial banks in private sector

that you need to undertake asset-based

under which Meezan Bank was formed.

transactions. As you are aware that most

Recently SBP has authorised the setting

Q.: What sort of problems would be

of the interest based commercial loans

up of subsidiaries for Islamic banking
by existing commercial banks.

faced by the business community

are obtained for the purpose of

after implementation of the Islamic

financing assets therefore for converting

economy?

them into Shariah acceptable mode you

Hassan:-! am very confident that the

only need to change the processes. For

introduction of Islamic banking in the

e.g McDonalds Burger in Karachi and

country will not cause any problem to

New York would look alike, taste alike

the business community. Islam does not

and feel alike. The processing however,

believe in destruction of an existing

makes one halal and the other Haram

system to develop a new structure. It

(non-halal).

requires removal of only impermissible
part of the prevailing system. Basic
requirement of Shairah is that you need

Similarly allowing setting up of
standalone branches for Islamic banking
by the existing commercial banks. SBP
is also setting up an Islamic Banking
Department for facilitating Islamic
banking in the country. Another major
recent breakthrough is the introduction
of an Islamic Export Refinance Scheme

Both systems are not in contrast of each

by the State Bank. This is the first time

other. Basic aim of both systems is to

in Pakistan that a scheme has been

facilitate trade and usinesses; however,

approved enabling us to provide Export

the means through which both systems

Refinance under Shariah compliant

As import and export business in based

achieve their goals are different. We

instruments.

on tangible asset therefore I don't

need to work hard to make our systems

foresee any problem in import and

Shariah compliant. Meezan Bank is a

to undertake asset-based transactions.

10
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Approval of this scheme on Islamic

equivalents. It requires us to earn profits

fixed capital assets and meet the

basis required a paradigm shift at the

by pricing assets, Islamic Banking

working capital needs of the customers.

State Bank. A l l of these steps confirm

institutions are quasi trading house

The essential feature of this

that Government is taking a very keen

which actually participates in production instrument is that there has to be an

interest in development of Islamic

of real assets in the economy.

banking in the country. However, the
growing Islamic banking industry
requires continuation of support to
promote it in the country.

underlying asset which is financed by
the bank on deferred payment basis.

Different modes are available in Islamic

This mode of finance provides a fixed

banking to finance different needs of the

rate of return to the bank, which is

customers. Two common modes are

100% permissible by Shariah. Other

Murabaha and Ijarah. Murabaha can be

Q.: Is it true tliat Paliistani banlis are

used to finance acquisition of assets

not actively participating in

such as raw material and machinery.

transforming tbe traditional financial

Ijarah is an Islamic alternative to

system into a Riba free banking

conventional leasing . the basic

system?

difference between Ijarah and

Hassan:-1 think that this not a correct

conventional leasing lies in the

perception. Pakistani banks are actively

distribution of risks and rewards o f

participating in the transformation

ownership between lessee and the

process. In fact after the issuance of

lessor. Another mode which is available

Islamic banking circular by the SBP a

is Salam, which is primarily used to

financing modes include Ijarah
(alternative of leasing ) and Istisna,
which is used for financing the
manufacture of products. We also
undertake dollar financing. In addition,
we offer a full range of trade finance
transactions covering both imports and
exports. After the introduction of
Islamic Export refinance Scheme by the
State Bank we have financed a few
exporters on the basis of Islamic modes

number of commercial banks have

finance agriculture and trading sector.

announced establishment of Islamic

Another mode is Isdsna, which is used

banking units. Currently were are

for financing manufacturing process. A l l

organizing a training course on Islamic

these modes provide return to the bank.

One was for ICI for the expansion of

banking at SBP, which is being attended

Other modes are Musharka and

their PSF facilities for Rs. 1.3 billion

by a large number of senior commercial

Mudaraba, which are based on profit &

done on Madaraba basis the other was

bankers who are obviously nominated

loss sharing, Therefore you can easily

Sitara Chemical's listed Musharaka

by their respective banks. However, you

say that many different modes are

Term Finance Certificate for Rs. 360

can say that they may be reluctant but

available to Islamic bank to finance

million. In the area o f consumer finance

this is understandable. They have been

different sectors of economy.

we recently launched Car ijarah, our car

following a certain process for a long
time and Islamic banking requires a
change in their approach.

of finance. We are particularly proud of
structuring two landmark transactions.

leasing program and are now in the

Q.: Which type of products are being

advance stage of launching home

offered by Meezan Bank?

financed product.

Hassan:-Meezan bank has made

Now instead of taking risk on money,

remarkable progress within a short span

The bank has developed an

people have to take risk on assets.

of time. We have now available

extraordinary research and development

Change in mindset requires a certain

alternatives of majority of conventional

capability by combining investment

time, and we are hopeful that the

asset and liability products. On the

bankers, commercial bankers, Shariah

example of Meezan Bank will give

liability side we now offer current

scholars and lawyers to develop brand

other banks the required confidence for

account, Rupee and Dollar Saving

new and innovative products, which

entering this market.

Accounts, Monthly Musharaka

meet the requirement of today's complex

certificates and Riba Free Term

financial world. After 5 years of

Q.: In a conventional financial
system, profit is earned on money or
capital, wbat mode will be adopted
for profit earning in an Islamic
financial system?
Hassan:- Islam requires us to stop
dealing in advancement of cash and its

Deposits ranging from 3 months to five

experience we feel that we are fully

years. A l l these products conform to the

geared up to focus on efforts for a

tenants of Shariah. On the assets side

successful and prosperous future for

Murabaha product is the most actively

Meezan Bank.

used financing contract which enables
an Islamic bank to finance acquisition of
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Q.: What is the response of general

The common Islamic mode for working

customer is purchasing asset and/or if he

customers towards Meezan Bank or

capital finance is Murabaha, whereby an

is manufacturing or trading assets then

is your deposit base satisfactory?

Islamic bank sells the raw material to

you can easily do an Islamic banking

Hassan:- Customers of Meezan Bank

the customer on deferred payment basis.

transaction with him. At the time of

have continued to show their trust and

Meezan bank primarily use Murabaha to

acquisition of SG operation in Pakistan,

the deposit base of the bank has grown

finance the working capital

Meezan bank undertook a challenging

from Rs.637minion as on December

requirements of its customers. Similarly

exercise of transforming SG assets into

31,2001 to Rs.5.08 billion as on

istisna can be used to finance the

Shariah compliant assets. We worked

December 31, 2002

manufacturing process, this mode is

closely with our Shariah board

representing a growth of 697%. These

being used to finance the manufacturing

especially with our Shariah advisor in

figure also includes an amount of only

process of the exporters. A l l these

this transformation process. Our

Rs. 1.9 billion inherited from Societe

modes are permissible i f they are

corporate team convinced our customers

General(SG) amalgamation and it is

executed in a proper manner.

to cooperate with us in this

therefore encouraging to note that Rs2.5
billion has been generated by the bank

Q.:What are the steps taken so far by
your organization to maintain

under the Meezan Bank label.

financial discipline?

Q.: What are the factors impeding

Hassan:- As a commercial bank

Islamic Banking in Pakistan?

Meezan bank is governed by the

Hassan: Some SBP's regulation are not

prudential regulations issued by the

supportive to Islamic Banking.

State Bank for commercial banks. There

Moreover country's taxation is also

is no difference between an Islamic

transformation system and within a
period of six months, majority of SG
assets were transformed into Shariah
compliant assets. I believe that i f
Meezan Bank can do it, everyone else
can also do it. You only need firm
commitment towards the transformation
process.

impeding Islamic financial system as

commercial bank and a conventional

Q.:Is this perception true that after

Islamic Banking is asset based and deals

commercial bank as far as governance is

abolishing the current financial

with sale and purchase. In a

concerned. SBP is developing separate

system, the common man would be a

conventional system sales tax is being

additional regulations for Islamic banks.

looser?

imposed on such physical transactions,

Shariah laws require more disclosures in

Hassan:- This perception is not true.

similarly withholding tax issues could

order to ensure compliance to Shariah.

Islamic financial system always creates

also be raised in future. SBP needs to

Similarly we are also accountable to our

a win-win situation for every body.

further clarify these issues. Moreover, in

Shariah Supervisory board, which

After experiencing both conventional

the field of liquidity management more

requires us to maintain our books more

and Islamic systems, we believe that an

work still needs to be done.

vigilantly. We have also set up an audit

economy based on Islamic laws is

committee, which regularly meets to

always more sound. This point requires

ensure compliance with the regulations.

very long discussion, however I will try

Requirements of Code of Corporate

to explain this to you briefly. In an

Governance are also followed.

Islamic system you can either finance

Therefore, you can see that we have

the purchase o f assets o f the client or

Q.:-Is there a need for setting up an
Islamic inter Bank Market?
Hassan: Different structures can be used
for liquidity management. Bahrain and
Malaysian Central banks have
developed structures on securitization of
assets based on Ijarah and Salam. We

taken all major steps to implement

share the profit and loss of the business

financial discipline in our bank.

commonly known as Musharaka. I f you

are also working very closely with SBP

Q.: Conventional banking revolves

for development of similar structures for

around Riba (interest), how then

liquidity management in Islamic banks.

could it be transformed into an
Islamic system?

Q.- I n current financial system, a

Hassan:-Transformation of any system

borrower takes loan for working
capital, in an Islamic financial system
what will be the base of lending?
Hassan:-Working capital needs of the
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As I explained before that i f the

opt to finance the purchase of assets
then invariably real assets would be
generated whereas financing by a
conventional bank include advancement
of cash to client, who is independent to
decide the use of the funds, which may
include merely a debt repayment.
Similarly i f you go for a
Musharaka then you actually take part
of customers business and make extra

INTERVIEW
efforts to ensure its success. Therefore,

facilides. For example at Meezan Bank

Q.: Can Profit and Loss Saving

in an Islamic financial system, banks

we open signed letters of credit under

account be termed as Islamic mode

ensure that real wealth is created for

Murabaha arrangement, therefore we are

of banking?

every extra rupee generated by the bank.

allowed to charge fixed profit in

Hassan:- Shariah Scholars generally

At any given point in time, in an Islamic

opening Letter of Credit. For the

believe that the current system of PLS

financial system money supply is

purpose of LG, our Shariah Supervisory

accounts in conventional banks is not

always equivalent to the real assets in

Board has given approval for a product,

permissible. This ruling is not given

the economy. The present conventional

which follow a particular process, we

because the system of calculation is

system allows the banking system to

have developed these products after a

against Shariah as the profit shared by

generate extra rupees without actually

lot of research and development.

the bank with its depositor is not earned

creating real wealth, which weakens the
foundation of financial systems. This is
why we saw the Asian turmoil of 1997
when economies of South East Asia
collapsed within a few days and affected
the life of common man in that region
adversely. I f these economies had
followed Islamic system, this kind of
accidents would never have taken place.

Q.: Is there a need for setting up of
an Islamic Inter Bank Market?
Hassan:-Absolutely. Establishment of
Islamic Interbank market will help
Islamic bank in managing their
Liquidity in a proper manner and will
facilitate Islamic banks to under take
transactions such as forward cover etc.

Therefore in the long term, Islamic

Q.:What is the basic difference

financial system is always a better

between conventional and Islamic

choice to improve the life of a common

Banking Market?

man.

Hassan:- I f you ask me to summarise

Q.:Is there any concept of fixed
percentage in Riba free financial
system?
Hassan:- As I explained before various
modes of financing are available under
Islamic Shariah. Some of these modes
are based on trading , such as

by permissible modes of financing.

the difference in a few words then I
would say that conventional banking

VISIT
OUR
WEB
SITE

earn profits through pricing money
while Islamic banks earn profits either
by pricing real assets or by actually
taking equity risk in the businesses. In
this way Islamic banks actually
participate in the production process.

Murabaha, Istisna, Salam and Ijarah. I f
you are using any of these modes then

Q.: How widespread is

you are allowed to earn fixed returns.

Islamic Banking?

However there are certain condition

Hassan:-Currently 42 countries of the

which you need to follow such as in

world have Islamic banking institutions,

Murabaha, when price of the subject

which include 27 Muslim and 15 non-

matter is fixed once, it cannot be

Muslim countries. However Malaysia

increased as penalty in case of default,

and Bahrain have gone a long way in

late payment or liquidated damages.

establishment of Islamic banking

Conversely it also cannot be decreased

institutions. This was made possible

as a reward of early payment etc.

because the Central banks and
Government of these counties made

Q.: Usually banks take profit or
(deduct) money on Letters of Credit
and Guarantees, what alternate

serious efforts in facilitating the

www.islamicbanking.com

development of Islamic banking sector
in their countries.

would be offered in Islamic banking?
Hassan:-It depends on the mode you are
using to provide these
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Arab Banking Corporation ( A B C )
Achieves First Quarter Profit
Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.), the

higher earnings from loan fees, treasury

at 68% (2002: 67%). The Group

parent company of the Arab banking

and securities trading activities, non-

continues to maintain a strong capital

group headquartered in Bahrain, today

interest income increased by 33% to

base as evidenced by the risk asset ratio

announced its consohdated financial

US$84 million (2002: US$63 million).

of 14.0% at March 2003, compared

results for the first quarter of 2003 with

Operating expenses increased by 6% to

with the ratio of 13.2% at the year end

a net profit of US$27 million. ABC

US$118 million (2002: US$111

2002. Mr. Ghazi M . Abdul-Jawad,

Group's operating profit increased by

million) due to the translation impact

President & Chief Executive said, "It is

15% to US$82 million compared to

from the strengthening of the Euro,

particularly gratifying that ABC's result

US$71 million in March last year.

however, the overhead expense ratio

for the first quarter has been above our

Earnings stream continues to strengthen

improved to 59% (2002: 61%) from the

expectations. It is a measure of the

with its total income increasing by 1 OVo increase in revenues. ABC Group's

underlying strength of our earnings

to US$200 million (2002: US$182

total assets rose by 6% to US$28.4

stream that our operating profit

million). Net interest income for the

billion in March this year from

improved despite continued weak

first quarter was marginally lower than

US$26.7 billion a year ago, US$0.9

economic fundamentals. Our priorities

last year at US$116 million (2002:

billion less than the total at the year end

remain, as they have for several years,

US$119 million), mainly resulting from

2002. Liquidity remained strong with

maintaining our earnings level,

the continued low interest rate

liquid assets to deposits ratio at 51%

improving asset quality and

environment. However, boosted by

(2002: 50%) and loans to deposits ratio

diversifying our income sources"
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Signature

I enclose a banker's draft o r cheque o f £

(Pound Sterling)

Please make y o u r banker's d r a f t o r cheque d r a w n o n a British bank payable t o T h e Institute o f Islamic banking and Insurance, L o n d o n
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N E W S MONITOR
AFGHANISTAN

LMC officials say that there was a huge

for Islamic financial institutions and

growth potential for sukuks or

enhance Shari'a credibility. L M C

S c o p e of Islamic B a n k i n g

Islamically-designed bonds.

business activities will help to facilitate

in A f g h a n i s t a n

We are working aggressively to design

the creation of an Islamic inter-bank

and launch more and more sukuks or

money market that will allow Islamic

Eight Pakistani public and private sector

Islamic leasing bonds as part of LMC's

financial institutions to effectively

banks have applied for licences to

strategy to create a secondary market for manage their assets and liabilities.

operate in Afghanistan, and the central

investors, they said, adding that the

bank of Afghanistan is actively

LMC was established in Bahrain with

Pakistan and Bahrain to

considering these requests.

the objective of acting as a "market

c o - o p e r a t e in i s l a m i c

Dr. Anwar-ul-Haq Ahady, governor of

maker" for investors.

DA Afghanistan Bank, the central bank

LMC, the major arm of the International

of Afghanistan, said the State Bank of

Islamic Financial Market (IIFM), will

Pakistan would advise, train and help

create a secondary market for investors

establish a banking system in

across the region. All bonds will be

Afghanistan.

listed on the Bahrain Stock Exchange as

A delegation, headed by Dr. Ahady, had
been in Pakistan for the past few days
and has met the Finance Minister, the

well as on other bourses of the Gulf
offering investment opportunities to
investors.

banking
Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA),
Central Bank of Bahrain, and the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP) have decided to
co-operate in Islamic banking, leasing,
insurance, capital market and human
resources.
The BMA, which has speciality in the
Islamic mode of financing, would help

State Bank of Pakistan Governor and

LMC, which had launched its debut

heads of several banks in Pakistan.

$250 million leasing bonds in

Appreciating the banks' performance in

coordination with the Bahrain Monetary

Pakistan, Dr Ahady said that he had

Agency, will issue bonds independently.

A delegation of the B M A headed by its

very fruitful discussions with the State

The Kingdom of Bahrain's step to

Deputy Governor Khalid A. Bassam and

Bank and other bankers.

establish the L M C was a step forward to

Bahrain's private sector representatives

He said the SBP would train

establish Bahrain as a hub for the

held extensive meetings with the State

Afghanistan's banking staff and provide

Islamic banks and financial institutions

Bank officials on Thursday.

guidance to establish and develop the

in the region.

banking system in his country.
He said Afghanistan has a highly
religious society which widens the
scope for Islamic banking. The State
Bank of Pakistan will also provide
expertise for Islamic banking, he added.
He said that there is no private bank in
Afghanistan and all banks are operating
under the DA Afghanistan Bank.

LMC would play a major role in

Pakistan in developing Shariah-based
instruments for the financial sector.

"Pakistan's banking expertise, reforms,
highly developed leasing sector and

creating the niche market for the

stocks boom have attracted attention of

Islamically designed products. It is not

the world," said Bassam, while

an investment bank or consultant

addressing a press conference at the

company only rather it is a highly

SBP head office.

professional private company and will

SBP Deputy Governor Tawfiq Husain

offer products catering to the needs of

introduced the delegation before the

huge Islamic financial market

press conference.

worldwide.
"We held detailed discussions with the

BAHRAIN
LMC

t o issue L e a s i n g B o n d s

LMC will act as the premier and most

Leasing and Modaraba Association of

innovative Islamic Financial Institution

Pakistan with a view to leverage their

providing Shari'a-acceptable short and

expertise into the GCC markets,"

medium term liquid investment products

Bassam said.

for both Islamic and conventional

The Liquidity Management Center is

financial institutions at both regional

While advising the cross-border listing

poised to issue four leasing bonds of

and international levels.

of blue chips in the share markets,

over $ 1.2 billion by December

LMC would enable Islamic financial

Bassam said Pakistan's insurance sector

following an overwhelming response to

institutions to manage asset-liability

was well developed and was highly

the LMC's debut $250 million five-year

mismatch, create a pool of quality assets

attractive for them.

Islamic leasing bonds.
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He said re-insurance and Islamic

B M A has also made six issues of Ijarah

Malaysia's central bank plans to speed

insurance were other good areas for

Sukuk of $ 480 million for medium- and

up the opening of the Islamic banking

cooperation between the two countries.

long-term investment opportunities.

sector under a financial blueprint to
make the country a regional Islamic

"Pakistan's stock business is impressive
and its performance in 2002 reflects the
strength of the economy," Bassam said.

financial hub.

IRAN

The new Islamic bank licenses would be
issued to foreign players sooner than

Tawfiq Husain said B M A was helping

IIFM admits Iran

us in developing regulations for the
Islamic banking and Islamic mode of

as board m e m b e r

financing.

Iran has been admitted as a member of
the Bahrain-based International Islamic

The purpose of the meetings with the
BMA delegation was to share expertise

Financial Market (IIFM).

planned under the Financial Sector
Master plan unveiled two years ago.
The sector's growth had surpassed
expectations to become a stable source
of long term funds for financing large
infrastructure and development. But the

and experience, especially in the Islamic

The admission of Iran is expected to

market's effectiveness and efficiency is

banking, he said.

provide a major boost to the IIFM,

to be improved and a new breed of

whose mission is to create and develop

bankers nurtured to tap the benefits.

an international market of Islamic

To further enhance the pace of

financial instruments by promoting and

development and progress, Bank Negara

facilitating cross-border investment

Malaysia will bring forward the

activity.

financial liberalization for the Islamic

To a question regarding the
diversification of foreign exchange
reserves, the SBP deputy governor said
the bank was responsible to protect the
hard-earned foreign exchange and no
decision could be taken in haste.

The membership of Bank Markazi

He said most of the foreign exchange
held by the State Bank was in US
dollars.

banking sector.

Jomhouri Islami Iran (Central Bank of

This will involve issuing new Islamic

Iran) was approved at the fifth meeting

Bank licences to qualified foreign

of the board of the IIFM, held recently

players with presence in the global

at Manama's IIFM headquarters.

Islamic banking industry.

When asked why the State Bank could

The board comprises top officials from

not benefit from investing into euro,

monetary authorities and central banks

while euro had started picking up,

of Bahrain, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia

Husain said that a Risk Management

and Sudan, as well as the Islamic

Cell has been established in the State

Development Bank.

The Financial Sector Master plan maps
out the liberalization of Malaysia's
banking and insurance industry in three
phases during the next decade. It lists
incentives to develop the Islamic

Bank and the cell would finally decide
The board also includes several market

financial sector and enlarge its market

players - Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank,

share to 20 percent, from under 10

He said the cell would provide a plan

Kuwait Finance House, Shamil Bank of

percent now.

for the use of foreign exchange and the

Bahrain, Bank Islam (Malaysia) and El-

board would approve it.

Nilein Industrial Development Bank

B M A pioneered a series of new Islamic

Group (Sudan). Iran's membership also

financial instruments designed to

includes representation on the IIFM

facilitate liquidity management in the

Board.

how to diversify the reserves.

Islamic bank. Since 2001, BMA has

Predominantly Muslim Malaysia aims to
be a key Islamic financial hub in Asia
and is also working on setting up an
Islamic Financial Market in its offshore
financial center of Labuan on Borneo
island. A dedicated high court had been

made 23 issues of Sukuk A l Salam

MALAYSIA

(Islamic Bonds) worth $ 575 miUion.

set up to handle Islamic banking and
finance cases, a law review committee
formed and disclosure standards for

These Sukuk provide a short-term
investment opportunity for Islamic

Malaysia to speed up

Islamic banks were being finalized.

financial institutions.

opening of islamic

As of April 30, assets in the Islamic

financial m a r k e t
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banking sector stood at 72 billion ringgit

N E W S MONITOR
(18.9 billion dollars), representing 9.2

banking. Now over 40 Islamic financial

chairman Water & Power Development

percent of the banking system. Deposits

products are available, ranging from

Authority WAPDA to promote IDB-

totaled 55 billion ringgit or 10 percent

retail-based products to project

sponsored investment in water and

of the market, while financing was 40

financing. Efforts are being made to

power sectors of Pakistan.

billion or nine percent.

innovate the more complex and

The Islamic capital market had grown
rapidly, with Islamic bond issues
growing at an average 42.8 percent
each year since 1995.
Last year, total funds raised via new
Islamic bonds surpassed total
conventional bonds issued to reach 13.8
billion or 52 percent of the total debt
securities issues.
Islamic banking booming
In M a l a y s i a
The Islamic banking in Malaysia is
booming, which has emerged as a
viable and vibrant component of the
country's overall financial system.
The country's Islamic banking has
evolved from merely fulfilling the
financial needs of a specific segment of
the society to becoming a driver of

sophisticated corporate finance products
to meet the diverse requirements of
business.

encouraging since its beginning in

'Vision 2025' program, aimed at
optimum utilization of water and power
resources of Pakistan. Some of the

In sphere of securities, currently there

schemes were identified for investment

are more than 600 Islamic-based shares

on the part of the Islamic Development

listed on the Kuala Lumpur Stock

Bank.

Exchange, which covers 76 percent of
all shares traded on the exchange.
In 2001, Malaysia took a major step
forward when it successfully issued the
world's first Global Islamic Trust
Certificates worth 600 million dollars
attracting wide participation from
investors in Asia particularly in West

The IDB would not only co-fmance big
hydropower projects but under the
export-financing scheme, it would
extend facility to WAPDA and Karachi
Electric Supply Corporation to import
furnace oil on com petitive price, thus
further reducing the input cost of power
utilities.

Asia, the United States and Europe.
Malaysia was chosen as the secretariat

The bank has also shown willingness to

for the Islamic Financial Services

finance small projects. The minister

Board based on its development of a

sought IDB support for undertaking

competitive Islamic finance and

construction of dams in Pakistan. The

banking system at the domestic and

visiting delegation showed interest in

international level.

financing Munda Dam in NorthWestern
Frontier Province on River Swat that

economic growth and development. Its
growth in Malaysia has been

They discussed salient features of

would have 0.6 MAE storage capacity

PAKISTAN

and generate 740 M W of power.
Feasibility study of this project is

1983.
Islamic Development Bank

complete through technical assistance

assets mobihzed by the Islamic banking

k e e n t o I n v e s t In w a t e r a n d

of Japan. IDB mission also agreed to

sector had increased to 72 bilHon

p o w e r s e c t o r s In P a k i s t a n

ringgit (18.94 billion US dollars),

Islamabad: islamic

Up to the end of April this year, the

accounting for a market share of 9.2
percent of the banking system in the
country, according to statistics released
by the Central Bank. Deposits during

Development Bank (IDB) has
expressed its interest in investing in
water and power sectors of Pakistan.
A delegation of IDB comprising Nabil

look into the possibilities of financing
the ongoing flood irrigation projects.
IDB agreed to look into possibilities of
joint ventures to extend power
transmission lines into Afghanistan.

A Nassief, Senior Advisor, In-charge

Islamic Insurance C o m p a n y

Assets Management Division and

The Pak Kuwait Investment Company

Mubarak-El-Amin, Acting Head, Trade

(PKIC) is planning to link up with

Finance Division accompanied by Man

investors from the Gulf and Far East to

In addition, there has been significant

Siddiqui, President Meezan Bank,

set up a joint venture Islamic insurance

progress in the development of new

recently visited Pakistan and met

company.

products and services in the Islamic

federal minister for water & power and

the same period also increased to 55
billion ringgit (14.47 billion US
dollars), constituting a market share of
10 percent, the statistics indicated.
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The company would have an initial

assuming more responsibility in the

the assisted living sector of the health

paid-up capital of Rs500 million

development, finance and mutual funds

care industry in the United States and is

(US$8.6 million), according to a PKIC

areas.

seeking to do the same in the United

official.

The secretariat is continuing to develop

The PKIC official said the proposed

relations with scholars in Islam and

Islamic insurance company would be

insurance in order to increase the

established according to the concept of

involvement of the Muslim world in

Takaful.

ICMIF. However, there are a variations

PKIC believes that a significant portion
of businesses and individuals do not
insure themselves due to noncompliance of the conventional
insurance contracts to Shariah principles
Muslim C o m m e r c i a l Bank's
i s l a m i c b a n k i n g b r a n c h by
July 2 0 0 3

in the forms of Muslim insurance, known

daily living" but wishing to live as

support for recognizing Islamic insurance independently as possible for as long as
as an acceptable form of mutual insurance possible. Assisted living facilities offer
for membership since the pure form of
help with activities such as eating,
takaful insurance "pure mudharabah" as

bathing, dressing, laundry, housekeeping,

practiced in Arabic speaking countries

and assistance with medications.

principles and would automatically be

The MCB has, therefore, become the
Pakistan to get a license for opening of
its first Dedicated Islamic Banking Branch.

First islamic Announces First
A s s i s t e d L i v i n g O f f e r i n g In

First Islamic projects that the investment
will generate an attractive blended
Internal Rate o f Return over the five to
seven year investment horizon, inclusive
of an annual cash yield that will be
distributed on a monthly basis.
A t i f A. Abdulmalik, First Islamic's
Chief Executive Officer, said "We

the United K i n g d o m

believe that the demographic trends in

First Islamic Investment Bank E.C.

than the United States as a higher

The branch, to be located in Karachi, is
expected to commence its operation by

States, Canada and the United Kingdom.

needing assistance with "activities of

populations in Muslim countries.
first conventional commercial bank in

350 communities throughout the United

committee meeting in Chicago there was

offer takaful approved products to the

dedicated Islamic banking branch.

Sunrise owns and operates more than

to fully understand them. At the membership

was potential for ICMIF members to

Bank Ltd, for opening the first

31, 2003 and total assets of $1.1 billion.

Assisted living facilities are for people

accepted by members. Moreover, there

issued license to Muslim Commercial

capitalization of $575 million at March

as takaful, and more research is needed

strictly follows cooperative and mutual

The State Bank of Pakistan has formally

Kingdom. With an equity market

the United Kingdom are more favorable

("First Islamic") announced today that it

percentage of the population is projected

has formed a joint venture with Sunrise

to require Sunrise type services in the

Established over 50 years ago, the MCB

Senior Living, Inc. ("Sunrise") to

future than that in the United States."

is the largest private commercial bank

acquire indirect interests in a portfolio

and currently has a network of over

of three properties, comprising 256

1,000 branches in the country including

residential units, in the assisted living

780 automated and 250 online branches,

sector in the United Kingdom for a total

July this year.

with a leadership in products such as

transaction value of £64.6 million. The

Rupee Travelers Cheques, ATM and

properties are situated around the M25

various assets and liability products.

motorway of London.
First Islamic and its co-investors
indirectly have an 80% interest in the

UK

joint venture, with Sunrise holding the
remaining 20%. The Bank of Scotiand,

international Cooperative

one of the major U K high street banks,

and Mutual I n s u r a n c e

has provided a senior financing facility

Federation ( I C M I F )

of approximately £40.6 million to
finance the acquisition of the properties.

Sabbir Patel becomes vice-president
18
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Mohamed A. Nooruddin, General
Manager, said "Following the success of
our US based Sunrise investment offerings,
we are delighted to offer investors the
opportunity to invest in the assisted
living sector in the United Kingdom.
The offering has now closed."
First Islamic Investment Bank E.C., a
Bahrain-based investment bank, was
established in 1997. Today, with a paidin share capital of US$112.5 million,
and over 100 shareholders. First Islamic's
mission is to provide innovative,
Shari'ah compliant investment banking
products to institutional and individual
investors internationally.

C O N F E R E N C E & SEMINAR DIARY
US

Conference Diary 2003

Muslims urged to report

7th-9th July 2003

26th-27th Sept 2003

d i s c r i m i n a t i o n by f i n a n c i a l
Institutions: Muslim a c c o u n t
c l o s i n g s by f l e e t b a n k
prompt nationwide search
Prompted by unexplained closing of the
bank accounts of Muslims by Bostonbased Fleet Bank and the recent
undisclosed bias setdement with a

International Seminar on Islamic Wealth

Takafol - Islamic Insurance - Promoting New

Creation. Venue:AI-Qasimi Building,

Financial Opportunities. London, UK

University of Durham, UK

Institute of Islamic Banking & Insurance,

www.dur.ac.uk/%7Edme0www/iwc.htm

London, www.islamic-banking.com

2lst-22nd July 2003

Sept/Oct 2003

Islamic Real Estate Finance- assessing the
success, accessing the market, Landmark
Hotel, London, UK

member of the Sikh faith, MAS

30th-3lstjuly 2003

Freedom Foundation is requesting that

Asia Business Forum Islamic Banking and

any MusHm who has experienced

Finance. J W Marriott Hotel Kuala Lumpur

discriminatory practices by any financial

www.abf-asia.com

institution to report the incident to MAS

lst-3rd Sept 2003

Freedom's Washington office

Islamic Finance & Investment in South Africa,

immediately. Unfair banking practices

ICG & Oasis Group, Cape Town, SA

include refusal to open a new account or
to accept deposits into an existing
account or complete an electronic
transfer of funds, unexplained account
closing, and employment

2nd-3rd Sept 2003
• The 28th Annual Meeting of the IDB Group
to be held in Almaty, Kazakhstan
i 9th-10th Sept 2003

EDP2 will cover Islamic Accounting,
Regulation and Standards and Islamic
Insurance Institute of Islamic Banking
& Insurance - London U K
www.islamic-banking.com
29th Sept- Ist O c t 2003
Internaoonal Islamic Finance Forum, MR,
Istanbul.Turkey www.iiff net
15th-16th October 2003
Project Finance Conference
www.meed.com
23-25 O c t 2003
10th OIC Summit 2003, Putrajaya, Malaysia
26-28 O c t 2003

discrimination.

From Money Lenders to Bankers - Evolution

Euromoney Financial Training UK: Islamic

MAS Freedom has been working with a

of Islamic banking in relation to judeo-

Finance & Banking Course 2. London, UK

Boston-based coalition of citizens who
have expressed concern and outrage

Christian & oriental banking traditions,

7th-8th D e c e m b e r 2003

Monash University Malaysia, Prato, Italy

World Islamic Banking Conference 2003
(10th Anniversary)

over the unexplained closing of

v\ww.megaevents.net/events.htm

accounts held by Muslims. After two
meetings with Fleet Bank, the group has
Bank may have racially and religiously

S e m i n a r Diary 2003

profiled Muslim accountholders.

I I t h July 2003

18th S e p t e m b e r 2 0 0 3

Overview of Takaful Ta'awuni

Riba-Free Retail Banking - 3-5pm

And Case Study of Bank Al-Jazira

under conventional banking

Dawood Taylor

Dr Abdul Gafoor

been unable to resolve issues that Fleet

In 1993, there was a judgment against
the bank for $115 million in Georgia in
a class action suit led by attorney Roy
Barnes (the state's current Governor), a

2 4 t h July 2003

1996 discrimination settlement with the

To be announced

United States Department of Justice,

Ghaith Shabsigh

repeated charges of predatory lending

2 9 t h July 2003

brought by Neighborhood Assistance

Islamic Mortgages - 3-5pm

Corporation of America, and ethics

M Paracha or K Leach

iOth O c t o b e r 2 0 0 3

Profit Sharing Deposits/Mortgage
Alternatives - 3-5pm
AbdulKader Thomas

issues involving disadvantaged
consumers.
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SEMINARS

Seminars recently conducted by IIBI
ISLAMIC A S S E T B A C K E D

THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF

Tlie Insitute of Islamic Banking and

SECURITIES - DISCUSSING

ISLAMIC FINANCE A N D ITS

Insurance conducts regular seminars

POSSIBLE SECURITISATION

P O S S I B L E U S E IN

at its premises

STRUCTURE TO LAUNCH

MAINSTREAM

- 16 Grosvenor Crescent London

TRADABLE INSTRUMENTS

INTERNATIONAL TRADING

S W I X 7ER These are free of charge

MARKETS

and you are invited to register in
advance to ensure your place. Kindly

Topics covered:
What is securitisation; why securities;

Topics covered:

contact Ms Rakiya Sanusi

capital risk weightings; asset liability

Equity; Trade financing; lending;

on Tel 0207 245 0404 or email

management and taxes;

wholesale & retail products; Al-wadia;

iibi@ islamic-banking .com

Speaker:

derivatives; Murabaha; Ijara;

Please see our Seminar Diary elsewhere

Ms Gohar Bilal, (Structured finance

Musharaka.

in this magazine

Stocks; Bonds; Mutual funds;

professional), European Representative,
Harvard Islamic Finance Information

Speaker:

programme
Hamid Yunis, Partner, Taylor Wessings
Background
Gohar Bilal is a structured finance

Background

professional with a particular focus on

Hamid Yunis was named by "Legal

conventional and Islamic securitisation.

Business" as a leading expert in the

Ms. Bilal is a European representative

field of corporate finance, and is a

of the Harvard Islamic Finance

regular industry speaker. He has been

Information Program and has been a

involved in the successful structuring

Visiting Scholar for Islamic Legal

and negotiation of a number of major

Studies at the Harvard Law School. Her

projects and project finance transactions

articles have been published by various

both in a domestic UK context and also

International Magazines of Finance.

internationally.
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Name
Business Group
in

BANGLADESH
who are in textiles
chemicals
ceramics
real estate
jute
trading
marine food
media
Corporate Office
17 D h a n m o n d i , Road N o 2, Dhaka 1205, Bangladesh
Phones: (880)-2-861891,868220 Fax: (880)-2-863470,867647
Internet: h t t p : / / w w w . b e x i m c o . n e t

email: beximchq@bol-online.com

POST GRADUATE
DIPLOMA COURSE
IN I S L A M I C B A N K I N G
AND

INSURANCE

T h e Institute is pleased to a n n o u n c e t h a t the e n r o l m e n t
on its Post G r a d u a t e D i p l o m a C o u r s e in Islamic Banking
and Insurance has crossed the 560 m a r k . O u t of t h e s e 150
have already graduated and quite a few are on the verge
of graduation.
The majority of the people w h o enrolled on the

COURSE

course are professional bankers, accountants, jurists,

•

Islamic

academics, businessmen and those aspiring f o r a

•

Islamic

career in the Islamic Banking industry.

•

Islamic

products

In the rapidly expanding Islamic Banking industry,

•

Takaful

(Islamic

Insurance)

•

Islamic

banking

operations

the need for trained and qualified professionals is
greater than ever before.The course aims t o equip

CONTENTS
economics
banking

Islamic Banking and Insurance.You can secure a
bright future in the Islamic Banking and Insurance
industry by enrolling on the course.
F o r Further

operating worldwide, which are growing at the rate
of 15% annually, the need f o r trained and qualified
professionals is greater than ever before.

Investments

ENROL
NOW

you w i t h the concept, products and operation of

W i t h over 250 Islamic financial institutions

and

Information

please

The Course Coordinator
T h e I n s t i t u t e o f Islamic Banking and Insurance
16 G r o s v e n o r

Crescent

London S W I X

7EP

United Kingdom

Email: diploma@islamic-banklng.com
T e l : +44 020 7245 0 4 0 4

F a x : +44 0 2 0 7245 9 7 6 9
T O P QUALITY

FREE

ONE

YEAR

DISTANCE

SUBSCRIPTION

contact:

LEARNING.
TO

NEW

HORIZON.

